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Abstract- Lightning is still the main cause of transmission and distribution lines outages and represents an important problem for
insulation design of power systems through the back-flashover phenomenon. This paper discusses the back flashover phenomenon on
the Egyptian 500kV single circuit tower and 220 kV double circuit tower lines. The induced voltages across the insulator strings of the
two lines are calculated. The effects of the lightning stroke magnitude and shape, the striking distances and the tower footing
resistance on the induced voltage across the insulator strings are discussed.

Index Terms- Lightning stroke, Back Flashover, Induced Voltage, tower footing resistance, ATP Simulation
I. INTRODUCTION

L

ightning is one of the major causes of sudden line outages [1]. Lightning generates traveling waves on overhead lines, which
travel to different devices connected to both sides of line and represent a dangerous for line insulators and equipment insulation
connected to that line [2]. Lightning return-stroke current and the charge delivered by the stroke are the most important parameters to
assess the severity of lighting strokes on power lines and apparatus [3]. The lightning damages a power apparatus in two ways: the
first, it raises the voltage across the apparatus such that the terminals across the struck apparatus spark over causing a short circuit of
the system or the voltage punctures through the apparatus electrical insulation, causing permanent damage. The second is the energy
of the lightning stroke may exceed the energy handling capability of the apparatus, causing meltdown or fracture [4]. Back Flashover
(BFO) is one of the several phenomenon which decreases transmission lines reliability. It occurs as a result of direct lightning stroke
to the tower structure or guard wires and injects wave currents with high amplitude and very high steepness to the phase conductors.
Injection of these wave currents produce voltages with high amplitude and very high steepness, which in turn cause phase to ground
faults in transmission lines[5, 6]. Even if lightning strikes a shield wire, the generated traveling voltage wave will travel to the nearest
tower, produce multiple reflections along the tower, causing back flash across an insulator [7]. Back flashover will occur when these
voltages exceed the line critical flashover (CFO).
II. TRANSMISSION SYSTEM MODELING

Egyptian High-Dam 500kV Single-Circuit tower with two overhead ground wires and Egyptian 220kV tower double circuit
transmission lines with one overhead ground wire are modeled to discuss the back flashover phenomena. The High-Dam500 kV
transmission line tower has a flat configuration, as shown in Figure (1). The line has three sub-conductors per phase and two ground
wires. The span length is equal to 400 m. The distance between the adjacent phases is equal to 12 m. Modeling of transmission line
tower is an essential part for travelling-wave analysis of lightning surges in overhead transmission lines. The equivalent circuit of the
tower is simulated by ATP program. The model consists of main legs and cross-arms, as shown in Figure (3). The Egyptian 220kV
tower double circuit line modeled with one overhead ground wire transmission towers. The J. Marti overhead line model was used for
modeling in ATP-EMTP software. Height of the transmission-line tower was 41m and the span length is equal to 400 m. The tower is
of vertical configuration as shown in Figure (2).
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Figure (1) Egyptian high dam 500kV tower
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Figure (2) Egyptian 220kV tower

1.

Transmission tower model
For single circuit Egyptian High-Dam 500kV tower, the model consists of main legs and cross-arms. The surge impedance of
each part is expressed by the functions of their dimensions and geometry. The surge impedance in ohm, propagation velocity in
meter per second and length in meter of each tower’s part are indicated in Figure (3), for double circuit Egyptian 220kV tower. In
recent years, there are various models of transmission tower proposed by the researchers. One of the more well-known models is
the multistory model. It is composed of four sections that represent the tower sections between cross-arms. Each section consists of
Constant-Parameter Distributed Line (CPDL) model in series with a parallel RL circuit, included for attenuation of the traveling
waves.The propagation velocity of a traveling wave along a tower is taken to be equal to the light velocity. The tower is
represented by four lossless Constant Parameter Distributed Line (CPDL) models as illustrated in Figure (4), where Zt1is the
impedance of tower top to the upper phase conductor, which is equal to the impedance of upper phase to middle phase conductors
and to the impedance of middle phase to lower phase conductor. Zt4 is the impedance of lower phase to tower bottom.

Figure (3) ATP Model of Egyptian High-Dam 500kV tower

Figure (4) Egyptian 220kV double circuit multistory tower
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Lightning source model
In ATP- EMTP software, lightning-strike model is represented by a current source with parallel resistance. The parallel
resistance is actually lightning-path impedance. Lightning-path impedance is selected as 400 Ω. The model used in this study
is the Heidler current model, where four characteristics of lightning current quantities at striking point must be considered:
lightning-current peak, maximum of current-steepness, rise time, and decay time .Figure 5 shows the Heidler model in ATPEMTP.

Figure (5) Lightning Stroke Heidler Model
Tower surge impedance
The surge impedance of the tower was determined from surge-impedance formula recommended by IEEE and CIGRE [8].
𝑅
𝑍𝑡 = 60 ∗ ln[ cot {0.5 ∗ tan−1(ℎ )}]
(1)
Where R is the equivalent radius of the tower represented by a truncated cone, h=is the tower height
R = [r1* (h1+h2+h3) + r2*h + r3*h4] /h
(2)
h= h1+h2+h3+h4
(3)
The tower traveling time is:
𝜏 = 2ℎ/𝑣
(4)
Where, V = speed of light (3 x 108 m/s) and the value of a parallel RL circuit can be calculated as [9]:
R1= r1xh1,
(5), R2 = r1xh2,
(6),
R3 = r1xh3,
(7),
R4= r2xh4
(8)
L1= R1x τ
(9), L2 = R2xτ
(10), L3 = R3xτ
(11),
L4= R4xτ
(12)
Tower footing resistance
An accurate footing-impedance model is important for decreased resistance value when discharge current value increases.
Resistance value is agreed to be greater when lightning currents are small. Its variation to low current and low frequency values
is only significant for large soil resistivity. A footing-impedance model incorporating soil ionization effect can be
approximated a
𝑅𝑜
𝑅𝑇 =
(13)
𝐼
(√1+� �)
𝐼𝑔

Where, Ro is footing resistance at low current and low frequency, Ig the limiting current to initiate sufficient soil ionization,
and I the strike current through resistance. The limiting current is given by:
𝐸𝑜∗𝜌
𝐼𝑔 = 2𝜋𝑅𝑜2
(14)
Where ρ is soil resistivity (ohm-m) and Eo is soil ionization gradient (400kV/m).
III. SIMULATION RESULTS OF EGYPTIAN HIGH-DAM 500KV SINGLE-CIRCUIT TOWER
The 500 kV High-Dam overhead transmission line tower of a flat configuration has been modeled using ATP program, as shown
in Figure (6). The system consists of three towers with span length of 400 m. The lightning stroke hit the ground wire (GR1) of
tower 1 with a peak value of 20 kA.

Figure (6) ATP simulation of the system
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1-Voltage induced on the struck tower
A 1.2/50μs lightning stroke of 20kA peak current hits one of the two ground wires (G1). The induced voltages across insulator
string wave forms of phases A, B and C of the struck tower are shown in Figure (7). It is noticed that, due to asymmetry, the
induced voltages across insulators are not the same in the three phases.
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Figure (7) Voltage across insulator strings of phases A, B and C of tower1

2-Effect of Lightning Stroke Parameters on Voltage across insulator strings
The parameters of the Lightning Strokes are the impulse current amplitude (peak value), wave front time and wave tail time.
The Voltage across insulator strings with various peaks of 1.2/50µs lightning current stroke are shown in Figure (8). The
amplitude of the lightning stroke current used in the analysis are 10, 20, 30 and 40 kA. It is noticed that the magnitude of the back
flash over voltage across insulator increases with increasing the peak of the lightning current.

Figure (8) Voltage across insulator strings with various peak value of lightning Current
The effect of lightning wave front time on voltage across insulator strings is shown in Figure (9). The peak value of the lightning
stroke current hit the ground wire of tower1 is 40kA with a wave tail time of 40µs. It's noticed that the shorter front time of
lightning current, increases the back-flashover voltage across the insulators.
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Figure (9) Voltage across insulator strings with various front time of lightning Current
The effect of lightning wave tail time on voltage across insulator strings are shown in Figure (10). The peak value of the
lightning stroke current hit the ground wire of tower1 is 40kA with a wave front time of 1.2µs. It's clear that, the longer the tail
time of lightning current, the larger the back-flashover voltage.

Figure (10) Voltage across insulator strings with various tail time of lightning Current
It observed that as the lightning wave tail time increased, the maximum value of back-flashover voltage is increased. It is clear that, as
the tail time increased from 20μs to 60μs, the maximum value of back-flashover voltage is increased by about 6%.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS OF EGYPTIAN 220KV DOUBLE CIRCUIT TRANSMISSION LINE TOWER
The consider system of 220 kV double circuit overhead transmission line consists of five towers each tower has length of 41m with
span length of 400 m from each other

Figure (11) ATP simulation of the system under study
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1-Effect of Striking Distance on Voltage across insulator strings
A lightning current stroke with peak value of 40 kA, hits the ground wire at the first tower. Figure (12) shows the voltage
across insulator strings wave forms of phase A, which is the nearest phase to stroke point, at the five towers. It is noticed that the
voltage across insulator strings magnitude decreases with increasing striking distance. The peak value of back flash over versus
the distance from the struck tower is shown in Figure (13). It is noticed that the value of the back flash over voltage decreased as
the distance increased. The peak value decreased to about 67% from its value at 400m from the struck tower, to about 52% at
800m, to about 43% at 1200m, and to about 39% at 1600m from the struck tower.
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Figure (12) Voltage across insulator strings for
various striking distances

Figure (13) the effect of Striking Distance on voltage
across insulator strings

2-The effect of Lightning Stroke on Voltage across insulator strings
The effect of peak value of 1.2/50µs lightning current surge on the Voltage across insulator strings .the peak value of Voltage
across insulator strings (Back-Flashover Voltage) versus the peak value of the lightning current is shown in Figure (14). It is noticed
that the back-flashover voltage increased as the peak value of the lightning current increased. The back-flashover voltage is increased
by about 263% from its value as the peak value of the lightning current increases from 20 to 50kA

Figure (14) Effect of peak of lightning stroke wave on voltage across insulator string
The effect of the lightning front time of the lightning impulse on the peak value of the induced voltage across insulator string is
shown in Figure (15). The peak value of the impulse wave is taken as 40 kA, with a tail time of 50μs. It is noticed that the shorter front
wave time, the larger is the back flashover voltage. The maximum value of the back-flashover voltage is decreased by about 13.5%, as
the front time increased from 1.2μs to 6μs,
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Figure (15) the effect of front time of lightning Stroke wave on voltage across insulator strings
The effect of the tail time of the lightning impulse wave on voltage across insulator strings is shown in Figure (16). The peak
value of the impulse wave is taken as 40 kA, with a front time of 1.2μs. It is clear that as the tail time increased from 20μs to 60 μs, the
maximum value of the back-flashover voltage is increased by about 6%.

Figure (16) Effect of tail time of lightning Stroke wave on voltage across insulator strings
3- Effect of insulator string on Back-Flashover Voltage
For the simulation, lightning-surge current was injected into the top tower of the first tower. Back-flashover voltage across
insulator string was measured at each phase, for single-circuit line, by using probe branch voltage. As has been explained, back
flashover occurs when voltage across line insulation is equal to or greater than Critical Flashover Voltage (CFO), which is determined
from Basic Insulation Level (BIL) calculated via the equation below [10].
𝜎𝑓
𝐵𝐼𝐿 = 𝐶𝐹𝑂 �1 − 1.28 ∗ 𝐶𝐹𝑂�
(15)

Where, σf is the coefficient of the variation, for lightning impulse, the sigma is 2% to 3 % [10]. According to ANSI C92 IEEE1313.1
[11], the suggested BIL for 220kV is (900-1050) kV. With this BIL value and σf of 2%, the CFO is approximately 1050kV. The
lightning stroke is assumed to hit the ground wire of first tower with value of 15kA, the induced voltage across insulators of phases A,
B and C is shown in Figure (17). If the voltage across insulator string equal or larger than the Critical Flashover Voltage (CFO), this
mean that back-flashover will be occurred on this phase. It is clear that the voltage at the upper and middle phases exceeds the CFO,
i.e. the back-flashover is occurred at the two phase A and B.
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Figure (17) Voltage across insulator strings, for 15kA lightning-strike current
4-Effect of Tower-Footing Resistance on Voltage across insulator strings
The effect of the tower-footing resistance on the induced voltage across string insulator is shown in Figure (18). The figure indicates
that the higher the tower footing resistance, the higher the possibility for damage to transmission-line equipment through induced
higher back-flashover voltage across insulator strings

Figure (18) Effect of Tower-Footing Resistance on Voltage across insulator strings
V. CONCLUSION
The main conclusions derived from this study can be summarized in the following main points:
For 500 kV transmission tower,
1. The maximum value of the voltage across insulator string is increased by about 6%, when the tail time is increased from 20μs
to 60μs.
2. The magnitude of the voltage across insulator increases with increasing the lightning current.
3. As the front time of lightning current decreases, the voltage across the insulators string of phase conductor is increased, and
as the tail time of lightning current increases, the voltage across insulator string of phase conductor is increased.
For 220 kV transmission tower
1. The peak value of the voltage across the insulator string is decreased to about 57% from its value at 400m from the struck
tower, to about 31% at 800m, to about 13% at 1200m, and to about 9% at 1600m from the struck tower.
2. The voltage across the insulator string is increased by about 263% from its value as the peak value of the lightning current
increases from 20 to 50kA.
3. The voltage across the insulator string decreases to about 86.5%, as the front time of lightning current increases from 1.2µs to
6µs and increased by 35%, as the footing resistance increases from 10Ω to 50Ω.
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